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I hope you all took advantage of the
fantastic cruising weather this fall!
Today as I look out our office window I
see sunny skies with double digit
temperatures. An added bonus for us at
the end of October; our Boxster is still 'on
the road'.
This past year has been an exciting time
for your Board. We held many successful
events including two well represented Pony Corral Cruise
Nights, Concours, numerous cruises (Bemidji, Whiteshell,
Saturday night dinner) and a pool party.
My time on the RRR-PCA Board can be summed up as: he
did not plan to stay for a long time, but he was looking
forward to a good time. Back in early winter 2014, I put
my name forward for the position of Social Chair. After a
short discussion with Waiyen Chu (club president), he
convinced me to consider filling the Vice President
position. In August Waiyen decided to move to Edmonton;
as a result I became President as per our bylaws. I had
every intention back in December 2014 to stay on the
Board for a while, but family commitments in 2016 are
leading me in another direction.

I want to personally acknowledge: Ray and Juliette Larrivee
in the designing and printing of the newsletter and event
invitations; Dennis and Beverley Duncan for Concours; Paz
and Lisa Fernando for the Holiday party; David and Karen
Breed hosting the pool party; and Peter Holle and family for
hosting the lake cruise.
The Board is in the early planning stages for 2016 and it
looks like we will continue to offer a variety of events for
members. Watch for news on opportunities to showcase
your Porsches to club members as well as Winnipeggers in
general; to learn new driving skills; and to share time with
old and new friends.
I have only been a club member for a few years, and
Corinne and I have met many wonderful and interesting
people. I have thoroughly enjoyed my time on the Board
and I look forward to seeing many of you at events during
2016.
John

I am echoing Waiyen Chu's thank you message to Board
members in our October/September newsletter. David
Breed and Richard Wansbutter are dedicated and
committed to meeting the needs of members. There are
also many club members who operate behind the scenes to
make RRR-PCA events successful, including all of the
committee chairs (Malcolm, Lloyd, Yvonne, Andreas and
Dallas); as well specific event coordinators have given
their time and expertise to the planning and implementation
of club events.
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1 November, 2015
Primary Members: 193; Affiliates: 123; Total: 315

THE PCA NOW HAS OVER 71,000 PRIMARY MEMBERS!
Welcome to our new members:

• David Fisher – 1977 911S
• Charlie Jacques – 1990 911 Carrera 4
• Patrick Hood - 2017 911 Carrera S

IMPORTANT
IMPORTANTREMINDER
NOTICE
If you change your address, email address, phone
number, or Porsche car you own, please update
your profile at www.pca.org. This helps us
communicate with you and ensures you’ll continue
to receive PANORAMA, the official magazine,

Contacts.............................................................15
On the Cover...

If you know someone who owns a Porsche, why not ask them
to join the Club? They can contact Membership Chair Malcolm
Hinds at (204)488-9622 or at PorscheMB@aol.com!

Rick Dobel’s Concours-winning 356C Cabriolet. Photo: John Borody
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By now, you’ll certainly have read
more than you want to know about
the shenanigans at Volkswagen AG
- particularly in the turbodiesel
design department. For those living
under a rusty Buick in the back 40,
an independent research team
recently road-tested a VW
turbodiesel car and were shocked at the discrepancy
between its emissions performance on EPA tests and its
actual (much much dirtier) emissions actually measured in
public-road use. Turns out the software engineers at VW had
tweaked the car’s software to detect when it was being
emissions tested, and engage the engine management
controls to dial back the emissions. During regular use the
software relaxed the vehicle’s emissions controls and voila!
once emissions controls were relaxed, the car performed
much better, with better horsepower and driveability and
even increased fuel economy. Unfortunately, it now polluted
like a smoker with a three-pack-a-day habit.
Cue public moral outrage which by the way, exceeded the
recent reaction to General Motors’ ignition switch debacle
that is blamed for 13 deaths (!). Multiple class actions are
underway against VW (apparently for diminution of value
of used Vws - I wasn’t aware that auto manufacturers
guaranteed the value of their used cars), the stock has
tanked, and millions or billions have been set aside as
provisions for financial impacts on the VW group.
Please don’t misunderstand me; what VW did was wrong.
Those responsible should lose their jobs. But at least part of
the blame has to be placed on government and public mania
over car emissions and even more importantly, government
actions taken to manipulate the diesel vehicle market in
Europe.

ESTABLISHED 1989

European regulators think that CO2 emissions are the mopst
important measure of cleanliness, therefore their regulations
favour cars with better fuel economy, like diesels. The less
fuel burned, the lower the CO2. Simple.
Americans, however, like giant vehicles and are into
supporting their local corn producers whose crops go to
produce ethanol. They allow higher CO2 emissions but
crack down on oxides of nitrogen (Nox) emissions, the
bugbear of diesel engines. Pity the poor international
automaker, then - encouraged by Euro regulations to
produce fuel efficient diesels, but penalized by American
regulators for the high NOx emissions those diesels produce.
At the same time, American consumers are clamouring for
“clean diesels” with their amazing fuel economy and
torquey engines. What to do?
Step forward the software engineers, then, with a simple,
clever, and amazingly illegal solution. Regular running
complies with Europe’s laxer NOx rules but once on the US
EPA’s test loop, the software cuts in to decrease performance
and bring emissions into compliance.
What to do? Clearly VW will be punished for its willful
flouting of the EPA’s rules. But the real villain is the
disharmony of global regulation that, purposely or not,
inappropriately incentivizes market behaviour. Europe
makes you build diesels, Americans want to buy them but
you can’t sell them there as they won’t meet the (completely
arbitrary) emissions standards. What would you do?
Dallas

RRR on the Web!

www.redriverpca.org

Ph: (204) 772-7733 • Fax: (204) 772-8858 • info@pressroomonline.ca
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By John Borody

On Sunday, September 13, 2015, the Red River Region PCA held its
second Concours at the St. Charles Country Club. The event kicked
off at 3:00 p.m. with judging of the 29 Porsches entered taking place
from 3:30 to 5:00pm.

A special thanks to the management of Porsche Centre
Winnipeg for their generous donation of prizes for the
winners in each category. The People's Choice award was a
Porsche watch, which will be cherished by this year's
winner, Rick Dobel.

We could not have asked for a more perfect day: a clear blue sky
with a near record temperature of 30 degrees! Fifty-six members
attended the dinner, joined by PCA's Zone 10 representative Kim
Fritze and two representatives from Porsche Centre Winnipeg.

Here are the results from the judges by vehicle category:

Initial participant feedback indicated members thoroughly enjoyed
the evening. The country club's ambiance, the quality of the meal
along with excellent serving staff, went a long way to making this
evening extraordinary. A special thanks goes to the members of the
planning committee for all their hard work in making this event a
success (especially to Dennis Duncan and Yvonne Friesen). Also a
thanks to Bruce Tait and Keith Gordon for coordinating the judging
activities.

Liquid cooled - Guy Prefontaine; 2007 911 4S
Cabriolet

A special acknowledgement goes out to the judges, Ryan St. Hilaire
and Bruce Broughton from Porsche Centre Winnipeg. The judges
felt they had a challenging task, as all of the vehicles were in pristine
condition. They did an admirable job and it was obvious to
participants the judges took the event seriously, as they spent a great
deal of time carefully examining each Porsche.
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Air cooled - Rick Dobel; 1962 356B Cabriolet

Mid Engine - Gordon Luy; 1970 914-6
Front engine - Lisa Fernando; 2016 Cayenne Turbo
PEOPLE'S CHOICE( best in show)
Rick Dobel , 1962 356B Cabriolet
Again thanks to 'Mother Nature', all of the event
volunteers, RRR-PCA Concours participants and guests,
and the staff at the St. Charles Country Club for making
this event so memorable!
4

Porsche Club of America Zone 10 Representative Kim Fritze
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Red River members Helmut and Gwen Waedt with their 964

Concours winners, L-R: Guy Prefontaine, Lisa Fernando, Rick Dobel, Gordon Luy
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The Red River Region Porsche Club of America

Holiday Celebration
& Casino

The Manitoba Club
194 Broadway
November 28, 2015
RSVP November 20, 2015

6:00 p.m.
Cocktails & selection
of hors d’oeurves
7:00 p.m.
Dinner served
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Casino

Tickets:
Primary Member - $50.00
Affiliate or Non-Member - $80.00

Dress code in effect (no denim).

Cash bar
Free parking across the street
at east side of Wawanesa.
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There are many definitions of “cruising”. One source
defines it as a social activity that primarily consists of
driving a car; it can be an expression of the freedom of
possessing a driver's license. Another definition is just
driving around with no clear destination, 'at low speed'.
Mostly, you cruise with your friends and just chill. Neither
of these definitions appear to adequately describe what
happens at a Porsche cruising event, as we had a clear
destination in mind and 'spirited driving' more appropriately
depicts the driving experience! The one thing that stood out
in the definitions is it involves friends and 'chill'n'; now this
clearly happened once we arrived at the Steinbach golf club.

Dinner Cruise
October 3
Steinbach Fly-In Golf Club
By John Borody

The Fall event attracted 14 cars and 27 registered
participants. We could not have asked for better driving
conditions. The beginning of the cruise happened under
clear sunny skies and the temperature was in the mid-teens;
conditions just ripe for fall driving. Some brave souls made
the trip with their convertible top down. David Breed chose
the route to the restaurant and we were treated to absolutely
perfect provincial roads and fabulous fall colours.
The restaurant was on a picturesque golf course, which
provides the ambiance for an evening of sharing great food
and lively conversation. As many individuals were still
chatting with new and old friends at the conclusion of the
meal, we decided not to leave as a group. The drive back
was quiet and serene under the stars on a Manitoba autumn
night.
Overall, participants indicated they had a good evening.
Thanks to all who came out and made this an enjoyable
event.
Many thanks to the new members who attended and we are
looking forward to seeing you at other events, especially our
annual Christmas party at the end of November. Stay tuned
to your email and our website for more information, as the
planning for this event is well underway and it promises to
be a memorable experience.
8

Discounted rates for Red River Region PCA Members
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By Andy Tighe
Photos by Andy Tighe and Devyn Rolke
So after spending 9 months trying to find a 911, a few
years later I was back at it. This time the subject was a
Mk1 VW Golf (Rabbit to you Canadians). When I was
a kid in England I had nothing but Mk1 Golfs, except
for motorbikes. I had four in total and more than one at
a time at certain points. My mates all drove them too, as
did my brother, and they were great cars apart from the
fact that they all suffered electrical fires at some point
or other. In fact its Mk1 Golfs that make me install
battery cut off switches in my cars, and carry fire
extinguishers on board.
Back in the day, our Golf GTIs were fast little cars, even
though they were 15-20 years old at the time, they
could still hold their own with the more modern cars on
the road. Now of course they are 30 or more years old
and as I have discovered, that makes a difference.
I decided early that I wouldn't be so picky over a Mk1,
as nine months searching for the Porsche five years ago
was a terrific bore, and I knew that my wife, Bonnie,
wouldn't tolerate it. In the end it took two years. I
should back up a little. I became incredibly picky again.
The German made cars had different front end styling
to the North American cars (round lights instead of
square), stronger engines and nicer interiors. The North
American cars were stifled with emissions control
equipment (it was the early 80's), and the interior was
apparently styled by Buick, which led to red and blue
velour interiors, because black half leather interiors
wouldn't work in America? Who knows.
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I also put new grease in the trailer bearings, checked their
adjustment etc... packed up some tools and parts (zip ties,
duct tape, nowt you cant fix with zip ties and duct tape) and
one Monday morning in May a work colleague and I met at
the flying Jay on the west end of Winnipeg. After some Egg
McMuffins, we pulled out at 4:45am on a mission to stop
only for fuel, the motivation being that we'd like to get
loaded up and to a bar for wings and beer before the sun
went down. At 5:01pm (that's still Winnipeg time) we
arrived in Okotoks. It was a good drive, fairly fun, better
than work at least, and most importantly we managed to
avoid any tickets or mishaps. We met Rob at his yard in
where we got the first glimpse of what I'd done
(purchased).

It’s not all bad (good start eh?)

So I'd decided that my “new” Mk1 needed to have round lighting,
have some kind of power upgrade, and an interior that wasn't
blue or red. I also wanted a roof. There's precious little metal in a
Mk1 Rabbit to begin with, so I didn't want a cabriolet. With all
these criteria, I'd eliminated 99.9% of Mk1 Rabbits on this
continent. I searched all of Canada and America for two years, at
one point I was checking 86 classified sites a day (not on work
time Your Honour) and only found three cars that I would have
bought. One was far too expensive, another sold from underneath
me (should have bought it without waiting for more photos), and
finally the one I bought. Which I bought sight unseen from
Vancouver.
Buying a car sight unseen isn't something I would normally do,
but in the two years I searched, it became obvious that these cars
have all been butchered by previous owners who have zero taste
or dollars. They are also all rotten. It's also obvious that there are
none in Winnipeg, or even within about 1000 miles of Winnipeg.
So I had a few conversations with the owner, agreed a price and
wired the money to his bank account. And then I set about getting
the car to Winnipeg.
My original plan had been to pay a thousand bucks and throw it
on a train, job done, but as the car had been lowered, no one
would touch it. I couldn't get anyone to haul it, and after three
weeks I ended up getting a call from a guy in Okotoks, Alberta.
Rob regularly ran back and forth between Vancouver and Calgary
with a special car hauler designed for race cars and other special
stuff. He said he could bring it as far as his yard in Okotoks,
which is just south of Calgary, and that I could collect it there
whenever it was convenient. Up until this point, I'd been figuring
out how I could possibly make it to Vancouver and back in three
days with a truck and trailer (you can't really, just in case anyone
is wondering), and so a deal was done. Now the plan was to run
out to Calgary and back in two days with a truck and trailer,
which all of a sudden seemed quite attractive and easy.
So that's what we did. I had one of the guys in the shop weld a few
extra tie down rings onto my trailer, and I bought a variety of axle
straps and other load securing hardware so that I'd have what ever I
needed once we arrived.

The car is at least running and is not rotten. But it does
need ten or fifteen small things addressed. Such as dodgy
electrics, poorly fitting seats, rat chewed seatbelts, nonfunctioning tailgate lock, no dash lights, unsecured radiator
and expansion tank, completely absent washer bottle for the
windshield, bunch of daft gauges in silly locations, no
parcel shelf or in fact anything for a parcel shelf to sit on
etc etc.... In addition, it was a little tricky to get it up on the
trailer, as it sat lowered on coilovers and on tires that are
too small. You know the look, stretch tires and short side
walls, it's all the rage with the kids these days. It doesn't do
anything for me though and it reduces ground clearance to
about 2 inches.
Anyway, by about 6:30pm we were at the hotel and
heading to a local patio for a couple of well earned beers.
Sadly, we couldn't find a decent steak within walking
distance of the hotel, and having blocked up a select bit of
the parking lot with the truck and trailer, we didn't want to
go driving around again. We did find good beer though.
Next morning was somewhat a repeat of the day before. A
6:30am start, which I think was really 5:30am in Alberta
but we didn't change our clocks. We got to watch the sun
rise in front of us as we took some back roads back to the
Trans-Canada. The return trip was a hair slower with the
car on the trailer, and we took the opportunity to stop in on
a buddy in Regina for lunch. Have any of you had Regina
style pizza? It's fabulous and likely the single best thing
about Regina. They pile the toppings on an inch deep.
We made it back to East St Paul by 8:30pm and I'm sure
my neighbours were wondering what on earth I see in this
little car. It is quite loud. I think there is only one silencer,
and with the 288 degree cam it's pretty lumpy at idle until
you give it some throttle. Good thing they haven't had to
listen to it much.
Fast forward to August: So now it sits in the garage like an
ugly duckling, making the Porsche seem completely
blemish free (which it isnt). But there is potential here. On
one hand, I think I'm disappointed it's not as I remembered
Mk1 Golfs to be, and on the other hand it's a blast to drive.
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I did drive it once the day after we unloaded it, while the
temporary permit was still current, and I think I'll end up turning
it into something worth while in the long run. It might just take a
while. I forget that another 15 years has gone by since I owned
one of these, and it was perhaps a bit daft to assume it would be
like it used to be. It's also possible I expect more from a car these
days than I did when I was twenty. It's fun though. The car has
had a 2.0 litre conversion done on it, and so it gets up to speed
pretty quick. Even at 100km/h it feels like you are really flying
along. I think we'll be able to have a lot of fun in this car without
actually going very fast.
So far I've tackled some electrical work which is not at all my
forte and has to a certain degree opened up some other electrical
issues to attend to. I've managed to cobble together some DOT
lighting for the front end of the car too, and some side markers
which had previously been deleted. I've also raised the
suspension and planned to purchase sensible sized rubber to put
on the existing wheels.

Right now, those wires stop at the back of the fuse panel. I
could do it myself, but once I get so close to putting the
car in for safety, I know I'm really going to just want to get
it taken care of. I hope to get it out on the road this year,
but we'll see how it goes.

A truly dedicated Club Member
brings their Porsche
to the monthly meeting no matter what!

I've fixed the wobbly seats and replaced all four rat chewed
seatbelts with brand new DOT units, and I've secured the radiator
and the expansion tank. I've also installed a washer bottle and
connected it back to the fuse panel, but so far no squirting has
happened, I've yet to get to the bottom of why. The real problem
is a lack of time. I have another daughter who arrived at the end
of June, so even though I think I only need about 16 hours of
work to get the car ready for a safety, it could be December
before I get 16 hours in. I'll get there in the end. I think I'm going
to get the all the bits bolted on, and then try to find an auto
electrician to connect some of the dash board warning lights up.

Recycle your unwanted Porsche magazines,
books, manuals, CDs & DVDs by donating them to the Red River Region Library.
Contact the Librarian!

Recent acquisitions.
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By Damon Lowney - special to pca.org
Carrera 4 and Targa 4 models are getting the turbocharged
treatment for model year 2017, Porsche announced today. The
all-wheel-drive models will be equipped with the 3.0-liter
turbocharged mills recently announced as the standard engines
in the Carrera model line.
The base engine produces 370 horsepower and 287 pound-feet
of torque, while the one in the S models churns out 420 hp and
331 lb-ft. If all-wheel-drive traction is a must, buyers also get
a body that's 44 millimeters wider than the rear-wheel-drive
Carreras. A light strip between the taillights, long a hallmark
of all-wheel-drive 911s, is also present.

With PDK and Sport Chrono Package equipped, the
Carrera 4 does 0-60 mph in 3.9 seconds, which Porsche
says is 0.3 seconds quicker than the previous Carrera 4.
The Carrera 4S does it in 3.6 seconds, also 0.3 seconds
quicker than the 991.1 Carrera 4S. The all-wheel-drive
Targas and Cabriolets do the acceleration run in 4.1
seconds for base models and 3.8 seconds for S models.
More info:
https://www.pca.org/news/2015-10-06/carrera-4-andtarga-4-get-turbo-treatment

www.redriverpca.org/shop-new/
Club VP John Borody has arranged for production of
some amazing branded apparel for purchase by Club
members. Items include polo shirts, jackets and hoodies in
men’s and ladies’ styles, in regular and high-performance
fabrics. Pricing is competitive and time is limited - you
can order online at the Club’s website:
www.redriverpca.org/shop-new
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified ads are free to Red River Region/PCA membersfor items personally owned or sought
by the member. No commercial ads.Ads must be 60 words or less and must include name and
email address.One picture may be included per ad. Ads may be edited for space or content.
Members may place multiple ads, but please be respectful of newsletter space by keeping your
ads relevant to the Club audience. Deadline for classified ad submission is the 15th of the month
prior to publication. Ads will run for one issue and may be renewed. Terms of sale and all other
aspects of any transaction are the sole responsibility of the transacting parties. E-mail your ad to
newsletter@redriverpca.org.

986 Boxster front bumper cover. Silver front bumper
cover, from 2003 base Boxster, fits any base Boxster 9904. Excellent condition, no cracks, includes grill inserts.
Asking $400, would consider trade for GoPro or similar
dash cam of equivalent value
Call Mark @ 204-794-4688 or email black986@shaw.ca
PORSCHE Tequipment 911
964 993 968 928 Aero Mirror
Cover Set—Made in Germany
(with embossed Porsche
Crest). From Germany, from
the TEQUIPMENT line long
since discontinued from
Porsche. This is possibly the
only NEW set in existence. Fits
911 (1989-98), 968 (192-95),
928 (1992-95). No compromise to proper fit and finish when it’s
Genuine Porsche. $399. Porscheclub@mac.com

PORSCHE 911 / 930 (1984-1989)
OEM Factory Tool Pouch & Complete
Tool Kit—Made In Germany. Even the
OEM belt and fuses are in place in this
rare complete 20-piece kit.
$999. Porscheclub@mac.com

PORSCHE 356 DISTLER
Electromatic 7500 1:18
PORSCHE DESIGN
Driver's Selection. This
"electric" model is a time
capsule with its original
tissue covering. Not one
scratch or fingerprint
a n y w h e r e . A l l
documentation. Even the
original box sleeve. $999. Porscheclub@mac.com
Direct from Italy for your
PORSCHE interior. Three
jars. One to clean, shine and
protect against environmental
elements; one as a
conditioner and softener, and
one as a color restorer. A
natural based product that
uses no chemicals, colorings,
silicones, waxes or artificial
ingredients. $119 for the set.
204-254-5178 or email: porscheclub@mac.com

2003 PORSCHE 911 (996) TWIN TURBO with X-50
Power Kit – 450 h.p. Black Coupe with rare Special
Order Red Leather interior; pristine condition inside and
out, and low, low miles – only 14,327 miles (23,487 Km).
6-speed manual; power sliding roof with tilt; power seats
with memory function; aluminum look interior & dials;
stored in winters; no smokers; Porsche crest in head
rests; bi-Xenon headlights. N1-rated Michelin Pilot Sport
tires. Original window sticker. Selling for health reasons.
Asking $54,995. Location: 10 Km North of Winnipeg.
Call Lloyd for details: (204) 467-8856.

*

MATRIX 3-Axis Accelerometer (World's Only
Wireless). BRAND NEW sealed box.
Measures 0-60, 1/4 Mile (time & speed),
.
Braking force, G-Force, Horsepower.
Cordless. $199. Call Kevin @ 204-254-5178
or email:porscheclub@mac.com

2014 PORSCHE 911. 11,731km, One Owner, Clean Car, Local!
Comes with Navigation, Voice Control, Electric Glass Slide/Tilt
Sunroof, PDK, ParkAssist (front & rear), Premium Package, 14Way Seats with Memory, Bi-Xenon Lights with PDLS, Wheels
Painted Black, Winter Tires, and Balance of Factory Warranty.
$98,250.
Email: esthercocoscott@gmail.com

DON’T BE SHY!
We’d love to hear about you and your passion for
Porsche! Email the Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org
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EMAIL ADDRESSES
The Red River Region respects your privacy. When you provide us
with your email address, we will use it to communicate with you about
Club issues and activities, and we may share it with the Porsche Club
of America as necessary to administer the activities of the Club.

Statements appearing in issues of “Red River Ramblings” are
those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Red River
Region or PCA. The Red River Region is not responsible for any
services or merchandise advertised herein. The word “Porsche” is
used herein solely to identify a make of automobile and does not
indicate an affiliation or relationship with the manufacturer or

distributors.

President
John Borody
jaborody@mymts.net

Treasurer
David Breed
DavidBreed@shaw.ca

Club Meetings:
(Locations TBA by email)
NO DECEMBER MEETING Next meeting - 7:00 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 6, 2016
Please feel free to join us earlier for refreshments before the meeting begins.
SEE THE PCA WEBSITE FOR ANY EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF TOWN PCA EVENT www.pca.org

Secretary
Richard Wansbutter
richard@wansbutter-and-associates.com

As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event there before you leave.

IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN
For questions about club events, please email events@redriverpca.org

Past President
Waiyen Chu
Waiyen.pca@gmail.com

JOIN THE CLUB!
Contact Membership Chair Malcolm Hinds
or
Join online at www.pca.org

IT’S EASY!

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org
Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
LRichardson@towereng.ca
Social Chair
Yvonne Friesen
Yhfriesen@gmail.com
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If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Dallas Ewen, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

©2012 Porsche Cars Canada, Ltd. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. *Fuel economy based on Transport Canada estimates. Actual mileage and range will vary.

The new Porsche Cayenne Diesel redefines what it means to be an SUV. It comes
equipped with a 3.0L V6 turbodiesel engine with common rail injection system that
turns out 406 lb.-ft. of torque giving you exhilarating acceleration and superior
towing capabilities. Even with all this power it remains remarkably fuel efficient -6.7 L/100km highway and over 1,400 km cruising range* in a single tank. It sets
new boundaries in a category all its own. Porsche. There is no substitute.

